Sabine Hill
cement tile
2019
BLUFF custom colorway (white + grey), 8x8; TILT custom colorway (white + grey), 8x8

SEVILLA colorway 1, 8x8; FLOAT colorway 3, 8x8
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COLOR PALETTE

WHITE
YELLOW
CELERY
CLOUD
SILVER

CREAM
DIJON
WILLLOW
SHALE
GREY

SAND
GOLD
LEAF
SEA
GRIS

LATTE
CHAMOIS
FOREST
PACIFIC
CHARCOAL

MARRON
CHESAPEAKE
FROST
STORM
GRAPHITE

ANTIQUE BROWN
CORAL
SKY
MIDNIGHT
BLACK

BROWN
INDIAN RED
TEAL

COFFEE
TERRACOTTA
POOL

CUSTOM COLORS are available. Please inquire for additional information.

SHAPES & SIZES

4x4
4x8
5x5
5x10
6x6

7x7 hex
8x8 hex
3x15

8x8
10x10
12x12
14x14

BULLNOSE / BASE MOULDINGS

4x10 SBN *
3x10 SBN *
5-1/2x8 SBN
3x8 SBN
8x8 base **

* Double Bullnose available, please note left or right:

** Top is unfinished:

(tiles are either installed on top of base or it can be painted the same wall color)
QUADS custom colorway (white + black), 8x8

FLOAT colorway 3, 8x8

SEVILLA colorway 2, 8x8
quick ship ** factory stock

LACE colorway 1
colors: white, sand
sizes: 4x4, 8x8, 10x10, 12x12

LACE colorway 2
colors: white, sand, antique brown
sizes: 4x4, 8x8, 10x10, 12x12

LACE colorway 3
colors: white, silver, shale
sizes: 4x4, 8x8, 10x10, 12x12

LACE colorway 4
colors: brown, willow
sizes: 4x4, 8x8, 10x10, 12x12

LACE colorway 5
colors: white, sand, coffee
sizes: 4x4, 8x8, 10x10, 12x12

LACE colorway 6 **
colors: white, black
sizes: 4x4, 8x8, 10x10, 12x12

LACE colorway 6, 8x8 (left and bottom right); LACE custom colorway (white, charcoal, black), 8x8 (top right)
PORTOFINO colorway 1
- colors: white, sea, teal, pool, yellow, grey
- sizes: 6x6, 8x8

PORTOFINO colorway 2 *
- colors: white, cloud, sea, shale, storm
- sizes: 6x6, 8x8

PORTOFINO colorway 3
- colors: white, grey
- sizes: 6x6, 8x8

PORTOFINO colorway 2 *
- colors: white, cloud, sea, shale, storm
- sizes: 6x6, 8x8

PORTOFINO colorway 3
- colors: white, grey
- sizes: 6x6, 8x8

PORTOFINO colorway 2*
- colors: white, sand
- size: 8x8

PATCH colorway 1
- colors: white, grey
- sizes: 6x6, 8x8

PATCH colorway 2 **
- colors: white, silver
- size: 8x8

PATCH colorway 3
- colors: white, charcoal
- size: 8x8

* quick ship  ** factory stock
BLUFF colorway 1
colors: white, sand
sizes: 4x4, 5x5, 8x8, 10x10
layout options (by turning tiles you can create other patterns)

BLUFF colorway 2
colors: white, cream, sand
sizes: 4x4, 5x5, 8x8, 10x10

BLUFF colorway 3
colors: white, sand
sizes: 4x4, 5x5, 8x8, 10x10

BLUFF colorway 4
colors: white, silver, sea, storm
sizes: 4x4, 5x5, 8x8, 10x10

BLUFF colorway 5
colors: white, antique brown
sizes: 4x4, 5x5, 8x8, 10x10

BLUFF colorway 6
colors: white, black
sizes: 4x4, 5x5, 8x8, 10x10
SEVENFOLD colorway 1
colors: white, cream, sand, silver
size: 8x8

SEVENFOLD colorway 2
colors: frost, cloud, sky
size: 8x8

SEVENFOLD colorway 3
colors: white, silver, grey
size: 8x8
CONFETTI

- Colorway 1: Colors: white, shale, storm
  Sizes: 8x8, 10x10

- Colorway 2: Colors: white, silver, grey, black
  Sizes: 8x8, 10x10

- Colorway 3: Colors: white, yellow, midnight
  Sizes: 8x8, 10x10

CRYSTAL

- Colorway 1: Colors: white, cream, yellow, shale, willow
  Size: 8x8

- Colorway 2: Colors: frost, sly, storm, midnight
  Size: 8x8

- Colorway 3: Colors: white, grey
  Size: 8x8

DUKE

- Colorway 1: Colors: white, willow
  Sizes: 4x8, 8x8, 10x10

- Colorway 2: Colors: white, silver, willow, storm
  Sizes: 4x8, 8x8, 10x10

- Colorway 3: Colors: white, charcoal
  Sizes: 4x8, 8x8, 10x10

* quick ship  ** factory stock
FORTRESS colorway 1
- colors: white, sand, silver
- size: 8x8

FORTRESS colorway 2
- colors: white, green
- size: 8x8

FORTRESS colorway 3
- colors: white, silver, charcoal
- size: 8x8

MOMO colorway 1
- colors: white, sea
- size: 8x8

MOMO colorway 2
- colors: white, silver, charcoal
- size: 8x8

MOMO colorway 3
- colors: white, black
- size: 8x8

ANNA colorway 1
- colors: white, bluebell, shale
- size: 8x8

ANNA colorway 2
- colors: white, silver
- size: 8x8

ANNA colorway 3
- colors: frost, grey, midnight
- size: 8x8

BLINK colorway 1
- colors: white, camel
- sizes: 8x8

BLINK colorway 2
- colors: white, shale, storm
- sizes: 8x8

BLINK colorway 3
- colors: white, black
- sizes: 8x8

* quick ship ** factory stock
SEVILLA colorway 1 *
colors: white, sand, silver
sizes: 5x5, 8x8, 10x10

SEVILLA colorway 2 *
colors: white, silver, willow, shale
sizes: 5x5, 8x8, 10x10

SEVILLA colorway 3 *
colors: white, silver, charcoal
sizes: 5x5, 8x8, 10x10

* quick ship  ** factory stock

SEVILLA colorway 1 (left), colorway 3 (right), 8x8
KENETIC colorway 1
- Colors: white, sand, antique brown
- Sizes: 8x8, 10x10

KENETIC colorway 2 *
- Colors: white, silver, charcoal
- Sizes: 8x8, 10x10

KENETIC colorway 3
- Colors: white, silver, charcoal
- Sizes: 8x8, 10x10

* quick ship  ** factory stock
SOFIA colorway 1
colors: white, sand
sizes: 8x8, 10x10

SOFIA colorway 2 ** (shown right)
colors: willow, chamois, coral, storm, charcoal
sizes: 8x8, 10x10

SOFIA colorway 3 **
colors: silver, charcoal
sizes: 8x8, 10x10

* quick ship  ** factory stock
FLOAT colorway 1
colors: white, sand
sizes: 8x8, 12x12

FLOAT colorway 2
colors: white, sand, antique brown
sizes: 8x8, 12x12

FLOAT colorway 3 ** (shown left)
colors: white, shale
sizes: 8x8, 12x12

FLOAT colorway 4
colors: white, silver, charcoal
sizes: 8x8, 12x12

FLOAT colorway 5
colors: white, sand, antique brown, coffee
sizes: 8x8, 12x12

FLOAT colorway 6
colors: white, black
sizes: 8x8, 12x12

* quick ship  ** factory stock
TILT colorway 1  
colors: white, sand  
sizes: 4x4, 8x8, 10x10, 12x12  
layout options (by turning tiles you can create other patterns)

TILT colorway 2  
colors: white, sand  
sizes: 4x4, 8x8, 10x10, 12x12

TILT colorway 3  
colors: white, silver, shale  
sizes: 4x4, 8x8, 10x10, 12x12

TILT colorway 4  
colors: white, willow  
sizes: 4x4, 8x8, 10x10, 12x12

TILT colorway 5  
colors: white, silver, charcoal  
sizes: 4x4, 8x8, 10x10, 12x12

TILT colorway 6  
colors: white, black  
sizes: 4x4, 8x8, 10x10, 12x12
CHECKMATE colorway 1
colors: white, sand  size: 8x8
layout options (by turning tiles you can create other patterns

CHECKMATE colorway 2
colors: white, sand  size: 8x8

CHECKMATE colorway 3
colors: white, sand, antique brown  size: 8x8

CHECKMATE colorway 4
colors: white, celery  size: 8x8

CHECKMATE colorway 5
colors: white, silver, charcoal  size: 8x8

CHECKMATE colorway 6
colors: white, black  size: 8x8
FUSE colorway 1 
* colors: white, sand 
size: 8x8

FUSE colorway 2 
** colors: white, sand, grey 
size: 8x8

FUSE colorway 3 
* colors: white, sand, grey 
size: 8x8

ORB colorway 1 
* colors: white, sand 
size: 8x8

ORB colorway 2 
* colors: white, grey 
size: 8x8

ORB colorway 3 
* colors: white, black 
size: 8x8

WEAVE colorway 1 
colors: white, sand 
size: 8x8

WEAVE colorway 2 
colors: white, sand, cream, antique brown, brown 
size: 8x8

WEAVE colorway 3 
colors: white, sand, shale, antique brown, coffee 
size: 8x8

WEAVE colorway 4 
colors: white, silver, charcoal 
size: 8x8

WEAVE colorway 5 
colors: white, coffee 
size: 8x8

WEAVE colorway 6 
colors: white, sand, black 
size: 8x8

* quick ship  ** factory stock
CALYPSO colorway 1
colors: white, sand
size: 8x8

CALYPSO colorway 2
colors: white, sand, antique brown
size: 8x8

CALYPSO colorway 3
colors: cream, chamois, Chesapeake
size: 8x8

CALYPSO colorway 4
colors: white, sand
size: 8x8

CALYPSO colorway 5
colors: white, antique brown
size: 8x8

CALYPSO colorway 6
colors: white, sand, antique brown
size: 8x8

QUADS colorway 1
colors: white, sand
size: 8x8

QUADS colorway 2
colors: white, sand, antique brown
size: 8x8

QUADS colorway 3
colors: white, celery
size: 8x8

QUADS colorway 4
colors: white, celery, terracotta
size: 8x8

QUADS colorway 5
colors: white, sand, silver, storm, charcoal, black
size: 8x8

QUADS colorway 6
colors: white, black
size: 8x8
BOUNCE colorway 1
colors: white, cream, sand, antique brown
size: 8x8

BOUNCE colorway 2
colors: cloud, sea, shale, charcoal, black
size: 8x8

BOUNCE colorway 3
colors: cream, celery, silver
size: 8x8

BE colorway 1
colors: white, shale, silver
size: 8x8

BE colorway 2
colors: white, cream, chamois, chesapeake, black
size: 8x8

BE colorway 3
colors: white, black
size: 8x8

Layout options (by turning tiles you can create other patterns)
PULSE colorway 1
colors: white, cloud, gold, willow
size: 8x8

Layout options (by turning tiles you can create other patterns)

EDGE colorway 1
colors: white, cream, celery, chesapeake, grey
size: 8x8

PULSE colorway 2
colors: white, chamois, celery, willow, leaf, forest
size: 8x8

Layout options (by turning tiles you can create other patterns)

EDGE colorway 2
colors: white, coral, chesapeake, pacific, silver, black
size: 8x8

PULSE colorway 3
colors: white, silver, graphite, black
size: 8x8

Layout options (by turning tiles you can create other patterns)

EDGE colorway 3
colors: white, silver, black
size: 8x8
**STELLA**

- **colorway 1**
  - Colors: white, pacific
  - Sizes: 5x5, 8x8

- **colorway 2**
  - Colors: white, teal, midnight, graphite
  - Sizes: 5x5, 8x8

- **colorway 3**
  - Colors: white, brown, grey, black
  - Sizes: 5x5, 8x8

**KIVA**

- **colorway 1**
  - Colors: white, yellow, teal
  - Sizes: 5x5, 8x8

- **colorway 2**
  - Colors: white, teal, midnight, graphite
  - Sizes: 5x5, 8x8

- **colorway 3**
  - Colors: white, grey, shale
  - Sizes: 5x5, 8x8

**FLORA**

- **colorway 1**
  - Colors: white, yellow
  - Size: 8x8

- **colorway 2**
  - Colors: white, teal, storm
  - Size: 8x8

- **colorway 3**
  - Colors: white, black
  - Size: 8x8

**MAZA**

- **colorway 1**
  - Colors: white, silver, midnight
  - Size: 8x8

- **colorway 2**
  - Colors: white, yellow, teal
  - Size: 8x8

- **colorway 3**
  - Colors: white, grey, shale
  - Size: 8x8
NIROBI colorway 1
- colors: white, teal, yellow, graphite
- size: 7x7 Hexagon

NIROBI colorway 2
- colors: chamois, silver, grey
- size: 7x7 Hexagon

NIROBI colorway 3
- colors: white, graphite, black
- size: 7x7 Hexagon

ZIA colorway 1
- colors: white, sand, shale, silver, grey
- size: 8x8

ZIA colorway 2
- colors: white, silver, grey
- size: 8x8

ZIA colorway 3
- colors: silver, grey, midnight
- size: 8x8
Inspired by the traditional French brasserie, this collection infuses classic mosaic patterns with a contemporary color palette. 10”x10” concrete tiles that have a “faux” grout line to appear as if it is a mosaic. Extremely durable, easy to maintain, and endless options of colorways (visit our website to render your own).

Designed in collaboration with Studio K for hospitality and residential applications, The Brasserie Collection adds modern, understated elegance to any project.
COLETTE
colors: white, dijon, gris, black
size: 10x10

AMELIE
colors: white, dijon, gris, black
size: 10x10

SERGE
colors: white, dijon, gris, black
size: 10x10

JACQUES
colors: white, dijon, gris, black
size: 10x10

MADELINE
colors: white, dijon, gris, black
size: 10x10

DELPHINE
colors: white, dijon, gris, black
size: 10x10

SERGE 10x10 with custom border
PIERRE, 10x10

PIERRE
colors: latte, marron, gris, black
size: 10x10

MARGAUX
colors: white, latte, gris, black
size: 10x10

FRANCOIS
colors: white, latte, marron, gris, black
size: 10x10

JULIETTE
colors: white, latte, gris, black
size: 10x10

HELENE
colors: latte, marron, gris, black
size: 10x10

NOEMIE
colors: white, latte, gris
size: 10x10
ETIENNE
colors: white, gris, black
size: 10x10

HENRI
colors: white, gris, black
size: 10x10

ODETTE
colors: white, gris, black
size: 10x10

CHLOE
colors: white, gris, black
size: 10x10

MARCEL
colors: white, gris, black
size: 10x10

PEPE
colors: white, gris, black
size: 10x10
Custom Colorways

Custom is our Specialty!

Love a pattern but prefer different colors? That’s perfect because Custom is our specialty, and we make it very simple with the shortest lead times on the market. Our website has a rendering tool where you can take each design, in any layout, and customize the colors.

Custom colorway process:
1) Go to our website and click on ‘Design Your Own’
2) Select the pattern you like
3) Click on a color in the color palette, then click on the desired space within the design shown on the left.
4) Click ‘Next’ to see your creation. Here you can click on individual tiles to resize them to create different pattern layouts.
5) Download the ‘record sheet’ and record your information so we know where colors are going.

Voila!
The finished product installed:
BLUFF custom colorway in White + Gray

Orders + Lead Times

Standard + Custom Colorways
Anything that is not “Quick Ship or Factory Stock” is made to order.

Quick Ship - Factory Stock
Quick Ship: Factory Stock is available in 8x8 polished only. Pull Box Qty: 5.3 SP per box (12 pcs)

Lead Times
Quick Ship: 1-2 days P.O.B Miami FL
Factory Stock: 3-4 weeks P.O.B Miami FL
Made to Order: 6-8 weeks P.O.B Miami FL
For orders over 1,000 SF, please inquire.

Shipping
All orders ship on a pallet from Miami FL 33178
Tiles weigh approx. 7.5 lbs per SF.

How Much to Order
When the total net sq. ft. is determined, 10-13% overage is recommended. The Room layout is typically the deciding factor (for example, a room with a lot of twist and turns will require more cuts, thus order averaging accordingly).

Samples

Samples: What We Stock
Patterns: what we show in the catalog or on the website is what we stock samples of. We call these our Standard colorways, even though they are far from standard!
We stock pattern samples in 8x8, polished only.
Solid colors: we stock 2x2 color chips, polished only.
Samples are stocked in Wisconsin 53229
Sample orders ship in 1-2 days from order date, via UPS Ground or FedEx (please call for expedited shipping).

Samples: Custom Colorways
Please read the Custom Colorway section to the left. Just like an order, we will need the ‘Record Sheet’ filled out so we know where colors are going.
A photo will be sent to you prior to shipping.
ETA for Custom Samples: 2-3 weeks, shipped via Air freight OR 4-5 weeks, shipped via Boat.

OTHER INFO

Website
Our website houses all sorts of great information. Please explore it in great detail. www.sabinehill.com

Contact
Please contact us with any questions! info@sabinehill.com or 847-527-7788

A Handmade Tile
Cement tiles first appeared in the late 19th Century, and its manufacturing process has stayed exactly the same. Handmade from skilled artisans, these tiles consist of cement, sand, marble-dust, and mineral pigments. Each Sabine Hill tile is individually handmade and slight variations such as thickness, shade, slight imperfections, irregular edges and crazing are inherent in this type of product. These characteristics add to the products natural appeal and do not compromise the performance of the tile.
Please visit our website to watch a video on how our tiles are made.

Applications
Sabine Hill tiles are suitable for wall and floor coverings for residential and commercial environments and are appropriate for both interior and exterior applications. Tiles can be installed in wet areas as well. Please read the Technical Information for additional information, and please inquire if you have any questions.

Polished vs Unpolished
Polished cement tiles will not have a high sheen as you see in marble, but rather a soft patina with a soft, smooth feel. Unpolished tiles will have a matte finish and are a bit sandy to the touch.

Testing Data
Product Testing Service by TCA (Tile Council of North America, Inc.), TCA test report number: TCA-29-005
Average Coefficient of Friction:
Unpolished / Dry: 0.88 Unpolished / Wet: 0.92
Polished / Dry: 0.83 Polished / Wet: 0.68